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To: Legal and Constitutional, Committee (SEN) 
 

 Subject: Citizenship Test Submission 

In view of the multicultural debacle the 3 major parties have got Australia into over the last 
40 years the time has come for a much harsher approach to immigration requirements and 
just who we want to let into our country. One of the strict controls that can be implemented to 
screen immigrants is the proposed citizenship test. This test should include the following -- 
1/ the first test should be carried out in overseas Australian embassies by Australians 
qualified to carry out cheat proof examination of the potential immigrant. 
2/ the test must require proof of the ability to both read and speak legible and clearly 
understandable written English, respectively, and a basic understanding of mathematics. 
3/ it should require more than a basic understanding of Australian history since British 
settlement ( including our participation in the major wars since 1900 ) a strong understanding 
of Australian culture, mateship, dress, love of sport, work ethic, our love of freedom, womens 
and children's rights, the rule of law, our overridiing democratic government, our Christian 
heritage based society, our honesty and openness.  
4/ the test must clearly prove they understand that our democratically elected goverments 
override the power of their religion in running our country and any of their cultural practises 
that in Australia are illegal. 
5/ the test must clearly show that in a national emergency they could be called on to fight 
for our country. 
6/ the test must make clear that they understand that in everyday life they are expected to 
dress and act like other Australians and that their cultural and religious practises and 
dress must be restricted either to private, ceremonial or religious occasions. 
7/ the test must clearly convey that we will not change our work practises, dress or 
work hours to fit into their cultural practises and religious timetable. 
8/ the test must include a mandatory test statement of loyalty ( which is clearly understood ) 
to Auatralia ahead of the country they wish to emmigrate from ( while it goes without saying 
they can maintain pride in their roots - just as we all do). Some of my German grandfather's 
sons chose to fight against the Germans because they believed it was the right thing to to do 
and that they were Australians first. 
9/ the test makes them declare they understand that if and when they become an Australian 
citizen they have to live by Australia's laws first and foremost, ahead of the rules and laws 
they currently live by. 
10/ the test must make clear that people passing the test and accepting to live under what is 
required to be elligible to be accepted as a potential immigrant will forego that right if they 
don't live by their undertaking which must include a commitment to totally assimilate. 
11/ the test must make the applicants acknowledge that if they pass and are lucky enough to 
be then accepted if they don't adhere to their undertakings they made to be eligible to 
become an immigrant to Australia, they will be disenfranchised and probably deported along 
with the rest of their immediate family. 
12/ Upon entering Australia all winning applicants must do a check citizenship test, carried 
out ( by the Immigration Department ), to ensure  the first test pass was bonafide. 
  



The citizenship test must include priority being given to young people ( less then 35 - 
particularly males ) with special skills, training or trade ( not hairdressing or cheffing ) of 
genuine current and long term industry need. 
Applicants over 35 must have special superior or rare skills or large assets (  A$10 million 
plus ), to be permanently transferred, to be elligible to apply for the test. 
People over 55 should not be eligible to apply except on the previous condition basis. 
The annual intake of non-Muslim black African refugees must be reduced to 5,000 and they 
must be expected to pass all the test criterior even if some short term dispensations are 
allowed.  
90% of all immigrants allowed in must be of white European or British or North American 
origin. 
The conditions for being allowed to emmigrate to Australia should include the understood 
right of Australia to repatriate disfunctional, nonassimilating immigrants back to their country 
of origin for up to the third generation. 
In view of what has happened and is happening around the world in the last 30 years there 
should be a ban on allowing Muslims into the Australia - from whatever country - no 
exceptions - whether this is a stated or unstated ban. Stated bans are less likely to be got 
around by corrupt or pliable politicians and officials. 
The private immigration industry should be shut down and all dealings should be directly 
with the Immigration Department.  
No one gets tested unless the pass all the selection criteria. 
Passing the test only makes the person eligible to be considered as a potential applicant to 
immigrate to Australia. 
All future immigrants will have to wait a minimum of 10 years to be natuarilised and gain 
voting rights. This 10 years will be considered an initial minimum probationary period. 
Priority must be given to global warming displaced Pacific islanders in allocating eligibility 
to be tested in the non-white group seeking to immigrate. 
All applicants must pass rigid health checks - including AIDS. Australia should not have to 
carry the cost of health care for new unhealthy immigrants. 
All eligible applicants must have no history of serious crime or links to serious crime or 
history of repeat crime offending. Any subsequent to immigration discovery of such history 
or association could result in disenfrachisement and deportation of that person and their 
immediate family. 
Disenfranchisement, at the least, includes the loss of all public benefits and the right to vote ( 
if eligible ). 
There should be no publicly funded legal help for illegal immigrants applying for citizenship. 
Now this all might seem hard, but for years Australia has been sold out by naive, weak, 
treacherous or corrupt politicians and public servants - no one comes to mind more than 
Gough Whitlam, Malcom Fraser, ex-Senator Bulcus, Al Grassby, Paul Keating and a lot of 
senior public servants to name a few, on the immigration sellout. Even John Howard has let 
Australia down, in spite of all his talk. It is time to say enough is enough and if you people 
can't see the gravity of the situation and handle it you shouldn't have the position you have - 
you may be some of the people who helped create the current serious problem Australia is 
faced with.  
It is time to say No, No, No, not you, not you, not you, yes you are eligible, but you are only 
on probation. 
It is time an Australian Government got immigration policy and its proposed censorship test 
right. 
  
Australia for Australians 




